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ABSTRACT

1

The creation of high-quality medical systematic reviews requires
the development of a complex Boolean query to retrieve medical
literature. An effective query in this context is critical, as it determines how many documents are to be assessed for inclusion in
the resulting systematic review, as all retrieved documents must
be screened. Therefore an effective query must balance a reasonable assessment workload with an estimate for how many relevant
documents exist for a given topic. Getting this balance correct is
naturally a difficult challenge, and there is a certain level of intuition involved in how a query should be formulated and refined.
This paper reveals such intuitions and behaviours by analysing
the query logs of a specialised tool developed to assist expert
searchers in refining complex Boolean queries. These query logs
contain unique information that permits a deeper understanding
of user behaviour than previous studies. The approximately 6,000
queries collected over one year are available for further analysis at
https://github.com/ielab/searchrefiner-logs-collection.

The formulation of search strategies (i.e., complex Boolean queries)
for systematic review literature search involves a lengthy and relatively ambiguous process; experienced librarians, also known as an
information specialist, are sometimes needed construct the queries.
Boolean queries are needed for a variety of reasons, including compliance with policy or regulations, reproducibility of searches, and
for transparency and understandability [12]. Due to the complexity in formulating such search strategies, they are recommended
to be formulated in terms of PICO [1] (i.e., population, intervention, control, and outcome). Despite such recommendations, the
formulation of queries for this task, like many others, is openended, and there have been a variety of techniques for formulating
searches [2, 8], and even methods that automatically formulate and
refine queries [11, 19, 21, 22]. Although there have been several
studies that have retrospectively analysed search strategies for systematic review literature search [5, 16], there are no studies that
analyse query formulation and refinement prospectively (i.e., to
observe and understand the changes to a query in development).
Due to the complexity of query formulation, and indeed refinement, of complex Boolean queries for systematic review literature
search, tools for assisting users in these processes are not uncommon in this space [4, 14, 17, 20]. These automation tools may be able
to alleviate some of the errors commonly found in these queries,
such as spelling mistakes, irrelevant terms, or incorrect logical operators [5, 18], and lowering the time to create a review [3]. However,
there have been no studies investigating the query logs (especially
for understanding query refinement) from such tools in this domain.
This paper seeks to analyse and understand the behaviour of
users refining complex Boolean queries for systematic review literature search by way of interrogating the query logs of searchrefiner [20]. A screenshot of the tool in use is presented in Figure 1.
This tool is used for assisting with systematic review literature
search query refinement and has approximately 1,000 users signed
up from health institutions and universities across Australia, USA,
and Europe. The query logs from searchrefiner are somewhat unconventional for two reasons: (1) the users upload several document
identifiers (i.e., ‘seed studies’, documents that are known a priori
to be at least somewhat relevant to the systematic review under
construction) from the PubMed database (a typical database used
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considered studies: seed studies. These are documents known prior
to assessing studies to be included in a systematic review and are
considered ‘weakly relevant’ (i.e., unlikely to be relevant after assessing). Seed studies are typically used to ‘validate’ a search [1, 2],
but have also been used as a methodology for developing search
strategies [7, 8, 22]. Unlike prior studies, this paper investigates
user behaviour solely in the context of complex Boolean queries.
Further, the novel utilisation of seed studies in the analysis permits
a deeper understanding of query refinement by knowing how many
documents are retrieved and how many (weakly) relevant documents are retrieved. To further understand the place of seed studies
and how they fit into the systematic review creation process, Wang
et al. [24] provide a suite of use cases. There are also several ‘query
by document’ methods that have been proposed in the literature
that utilise seed studies [13, 25].
Given the weak source of relevance that seed studies provide,
a strong source of relevance in this context are the studies that
are included in the systematic review after assessing the set of
retrieved studies. In the IR nomenclature, it is common to refer to
an ‘effective query’ as one that is measured retrospectively in the
presence of strong relevance assessments. This definition contrasts
with what we refer to in this paper as a ‘suitable query’, which
represents a query where a searcher is confident that, given a set
of weak relevance assessments such as seed studies, the query will
be effective given the same search task, the same set of documents,
but different and stronger relevance assessments. In this paper we
are only able to deal with suitable queries, as logs are only collected
during the query formulation stage. That is, we do not have access
to the actual queries used to retrieve literature for a systematic
review nor the relevance assessments for the retrieved literature.

Figure 1: User interface for the searchrefiner [20] tool where
the query logs in this paper are recorded. Users can enter a
query and a set of document identifiers, and the tool renders a visualisation of the query as well as retrieval statistics. The visualisation is interactive, and users can click to
reveal more information about parts of the query. Nodes in
the visualisation correspond to the components of the query
(i.e., keywords or Boolean operators), and the size of nodes
corresponds to the amount of documents retrieved.

to search for medical literature). as a way to weakly validate their
search; and (2) the users never see any documents, instead they
observe (and indeed are only interested in) the total number of
documents and seed studies retrieved.
The contributions of this paper are: (1) an analysis of sessions
collected from a live tool that information specialists use to refine
their queries, including whether the tool enables users to obtain
more effective queries and if there is any relationship between the
number of documents retrieved and the number of seed studies
retrieved; (2) a case study looking at several sessions in greater
detail to identify any strategies that users make use of to refine their
queries; and (3) an investigation into the broader procedures that
users make use of to achieve their refinement goal by identifying
several general patterns that arise across sessions.

2

3

LOG ANALYSIS

The query logs from searchrefiner are collected over one year, spanning the start of December 2020 to the end of November 2021. In
total, there are 5,962 queries. On average, there were approximately
500 queries submitted per month. Note that the number of queries
issued here is relatively small: the logs were acquired from a specialist tool, not a general search engine, which naturally means
there are relatively fewer logs than other systems such as web
search engines. What follows is the methods for how we split these
queries into sessions (and indeed what constitutes a session), the
statistics over these sessions, and the insights that can be gleaned
from analysing these statistics. The sessions are also recorded in
an ad-hoc manner: we did not collect logs from a lab based user
study, instead the logs are sourced from a live, production system.
Although this limits out ability to infer fine grain behavioural traits
about users as we did not survey users of the tool, our setup did
allow us to collect a (relatively) large number of sessions, given the
highly specific nature of the search tasks. For privacy reasons we
do not record identifiable information about users, therefore there
is no way to associate sessions that belong to the same user.

RELATED WORK

This paper attempts to understand the user behaviour for vastly
different kinds of queries that are often seen in typical web search
engine query logs [23, 26]. Unlike web query logs, where queries
are often only a handful of terms, the queries in this paper are
significantly more complex, involving specialised syntax and sometimes upwards of over 100 terms. Examples of these queries are
visible in Figure 3. Indeed, several studies have investigated the
query logs of the PubMed search engine. These studies range from
attempting to understand overall user behaviour [9, 10], to understanding search behaviours of experienced versus novice users [27],
or even exploiting the query logs for suggestions [15]. However,
these logs contain a mix of term-based and Boolean-based queries.
Although the number of query impressions is much larger than
the number available in this paper (millions of queries versus thousands), the logs analysed in this paper contain a critical piece of
user-submitted information that is not present in the previously

3.1

Session Detection

Hagen et al. [6] suggest one taxonomy of sessions from query logs:
physical sessions (i.e., the time gap between queries), logical sessions (i.e., consecutive queries for the same information need within
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the same physical session), and search missions (i.e., disparate logical sessions that connect to the same information need). Within
this hierarchy of sessions classification, there exist two kinds of
search sessions within the searchrefiner logs: logical sessions and
search missions. We use seed studies, not term overlap information,
for identifying a session. Only queries with seed studies and more
than a single reformulation are considered when grouping queries
into sessions. The median session length (i.e., number of queries
in a session) for logical sessions is 5 (10.12 mean), and for search
missions is 4 (14.27 mean). The method that group queries into
logical sessions is described below. Our analysis does not cover
search missions so this description is omitted, although they are
included in the data that we release for further analysis.
Logs are grouped into logical sessions by creating a unique hash
of the seed studies used, the year, and the day of the year the query
was submitted. This ensures that each logical session corresponds
to a specific period (i.e., one day of a given year) and a given information need (i.e., the seed studies used for weak validation of
the search). The number of queries that have no associated seed
studies (i.e., the user never uploaded seed studies) or those with
seed studies but no reformulations (i.e., a single, stand-alone query
that cannot be grouped into a session) totalled 3,188. The remaining
queries are grouped into 274 logical sessions. All of the proceeding
analysis is performed on logical sessions.

3.2
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seed studies as a validation set). This observation suggests that in
the context of these logs, the query submitted last in a session is not
necessarily the most effective. We found this observation interesting
because our intuition was that users progressively improve their
query in increments (i.e., the start of a session begins with a query
with effectiveness, and the measured effectiveness continues to
increase at some rate as session length increases). In reality (as
we will show in Section 3.3), the effectiveness of some sessions
fluctuates dramatically as the session length increases, often to
the point where some sessions look as if random modifications
are being made to the query. When retrospectively identifying the
most effective query in a session and comparing it to the first query
submitted in a session, the results are naturally better than those
seen in Figure 2, and the improvements in the number of documents
retrieved, recall, and precision (with respect to seed studies) are all
statistically significant (two-tailed paired t-test, p < 0.05). For this
comparison, when a more effective query could not be identified,
the first query of a session is used.
One possible reason why sessions continue past the point of
the ‘most effective query’ might be because the user refining the
query has total recall in mind. In essence, as we assumed above, the
general goal of users may not simply be to minimise the number
of retrieved documents while maximising the number of retrieved
seed studies. That is, just because the query retrieves all seed studies
does not necessarily mean that the query retrieves all of the relevant
documents for a systematic review (as knowledge of relevant documents requires assessing the entire retrieved set of documents). A
strong relationship between these two variables suggests that users
continue refining until they meet some threshold of total documents
retrieved. Figure 4 presents this relationship for individual queries
in sessions that could potentially be the query selected from a session to be used for a systematic review literature search. Although
the particular query in a session that will be used for retrieval for a
systematic review is unknown, it is possible to make assumptions.
Using the two kinds of queries previously mentioned (the last query
in a session and the ‘most effective’ query in a session) for retrieval,
in both cases, there is almost no correlation between the number
of seed studies retrieved and the number of documents retrieved.
Indeed, as shown in Figure 4b, the weak correlation is statistically
significant (indicated by *). These observations suggest that the
number of seed studies retrieved bears very little on the decision of
the user to stop refining their query. Knowing when to stop refining
a query does have important, if not immediately apparent, implications for query formulation and refinement. Predicting when
to stop refining is a crucial area of research in automatic query
refinement [19, 21]. It could also be integrated into tools such as
the one used to collect these logs to provide an estimate for query
effectiveness.

Session Analysis

The logs from searchrefiner also permit an interesting analysis that
cannot usually be performed on query logs. Since users upload the
document identifiers (seed studies) that they are using to weakly
validate their search, it is possible to say with some small amount of
confidence whether users of the tool are successful in their search
task. First, this analysis naïvely assumes that the start and end of a
session represent the ‘completion’ of a refinement or formulation
task. In other words, this analysis assumes that the goal (defined
in Table 1) of users is to end their session in the tool with a more
suitable query than when they started (minimising total documents
while maximising seed studies). This is a natural assumption to
make, and such a naïve analysis is done so in order to determine
whether this assumption holds or if users have other behaviours
that make the assumption no longer hold. Figure 2 presents several
retrieval results for the logical sessions. Analysing these observations, the three figures suggest that users are generally successful
in refining queries (under the naïve assumption above). The mean
recall and precision are higher at the end of sessions than at the
start. Note that the relatively small increase in precision is due to
the large number of documents retrieved in this context: the median increase in precision from 0.001 to 0.002 represents a median
reduction from 8,467 retrieved documents down to 2,984 (although
these results are not significant under a two-tailed t-test).
Next, analysing the most effective queries in logical sessions,
there are 118 out of 274 (approximately 43%) where a query is
more effective in retrieving fewer documents but maintaining or
increasing the number of seed studies retrieved. Of these, there are
20 sessions where one of the queries in the session is more effective
both in retrieving more seed studies and retrieving fewer studies
overall (i.e., increasing the precision and recall of the search, given

3.3

Session Case Study

Of the logical sessions where one of the queries is more effective
than the first query in a session both in terms of reducing the total
number of documents and in terms of increasing the number of
seed studies retrieved, two are short enough to be included and
visualised here as case studies. The objective of these case studies
are to identify any strategies (as defined in Table 1) that users may
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Figure 2: Retrieval statistics for logical sessions. Note recall and precision are measured against the seed studies that the users
uploaded themselves and not documents relevant to a systematic review.
Label

advanced logical operators are a feature that users want to use
but are unsupported, or may be accustomed to in other medical
literature databases.
(3) Software bugs in the tool may account for some poor performing
queries in the sessions. Note the differences between query 15
and 16 . Only a space is removed in the final clause, however
the space in this position was an edge case in query parsing,
resulting in a spike of retrieved documents.

Description

Goal

High-level task that dictates what should be achieved
in a session (i.e., retrieve half the total documents
while maintaining the number of seed studies). Goals
can be immediate (corresponding to strategies) or distant (corresponding to procedures).
Strategy Actions taken between each query in a session to
achieve immediate goals (i.e., the next query should
retrieve fewer documents)
Procedure Overall plan used to achieve a distant goal (i.e., iteratively remove the term that retrieves the most documents but contributes nothing to retrieving all the
seed studies).

There are also observations that can be made in session 4529ed03:
(1) As observed above, the last query in a session is often times not
the most effective. Indeed in the case of this session, the last
query is identical to the first. This suggests that the last query
was used to compare it to the second last query in the session.
(2) Users of the tool are editing the complex query directly, not using
a structured query editor. As such, mistakes as seen between
queries 4 and 5 , can appear. A missing ) caused the query to
retrieve an order of magnitude more documents, and in query
6 , this mistake is corrected. Although this particular user found
the error, one addition to tools such as the one used here could
be to automatically identify such mistakes and notify the user.

Table 1: Terms used throughout this paper that describe the
fine-grain and course-grain behaviours seen across sessions.

use to achieve immediate goals within a session. These sessions are
presented in Figure 3. The sessions are identified using the first eight
characters of their logical hash (Section 3.1). Each query in a session
can be identified by the number in a black square the precedes it.
The session is essentially presented as a ‘diff’, where characters in
grey indicate no changes from the previous query, characters in
black indicate that they have been added to the previous query, and
characters that are crossed out indicate that they have been removed
from the previous query. In addition to these visualisations of how
the queries are modified over time, Figures 3b and 3c also visualise
the effectiveness of these two sessions over time. These figures
should be utilised by the reader to understand the relationship
between the number of documents retrieved and the number of
seed studies being retrieved; and are presented in this way rather
than using precision and recall because this relationship is what
the users of the tool use to verify their queries. Using these two
figures, observations can be made about the behaviour of users of
the tool, starting with session bd24f1c7:

Observing the similarities between the two sessions, and particularly evident in session bd24f1c7, it appears that the strategy used
to refine these queries was to add terms to retrieve seed studies, and
remove terms to reduce the total number of studies retrieved. This
strategy was also the most effective in automatic refinement [21]. Although the sessions cannot fit into this paper due to both the length
of the sessions and the size of the queries, Figures 3d and 3e demonstrate these strategies over much longer sessions and much more
complex queries. The refinement strategy for session 0ccfc52d
appears to have been to first dramatically reduce the total number
of studies retrieved, and then identify new terms that retrieve the
remaining seed studies, then continue to reduce the total number
of documents from that point. Logical session 504f8ed7 follows
a similar story: the user appears to enlarge the total number of
studies retrieved until they find all seed studies at which point they
continuously reduce the number of studies retrieved.

(1) All of the seed studies were identified in query 3 , the most
effective (in terms of precision and recall) query appeared in
position 7 of the session, and the remaining queries were worse,
retrieving many documents and fewer seed studies.
(2) The user appears to use an unsupported logical operator (NEAR)
in query 9 , but is removed in 10 . This suggests that further

3.4

Refinement Procedures

Finally, we look more broadly at the procedures used to achieve
certain distant goals (as defined in Table 1). We manually identify
common procedures that users take by analysing the session plots
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(a) Addition and removal history for logical session bd24f1c7.
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2 ('low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR /o/u/t/m/o/d/e/*//O/R//u/n/d/e/r/u/s/e/*//O/R/wasteful* OR overus*
/O/R//m/i/s/u/s/* OR unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable//O/R//p/o/o/r OR disinvest*) AND (treatment OR therapy OR intervention OR care
OR diagnosis OR test OR screening OR procedure OR surgery OR operation OR referral OR 'health technolog*' OR practice*)
3 ( low-value OR 'low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR wasteful* OR overus* OR
,→ unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable OR disinvest*) AND (treatment OR therapy OR intervention OR care OR diagnosis OR test
,→ OR screening OR procedure OR surgery OR operation OR referral OR 'health technolog*' OR practice*)
4 ( low-value OR 'low value' OR 'low added value' OR /h/a/r/m/f/u/l//O/R/ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR wasteful* OR overus* OR
,→ unnecess* /O/R//w/r/o/n/g OR unacceptable OR disinvest*) AND (treatment OR therapy OR intervention OR care OR diagnosis OR test
,→ OR screening OR procedure OR surgery OR operation OR referral OR 'health technolog*' OR practice*)
5 ( low-value OR 'low value' OR 'low added value' OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR wasteful* OR overus* OR unnecess* OR
,→ unacceptable OR disinvest*) AND (treatment OR therapy OR intervention OR care OR diagnosis OR test OR screening OR
,→ procedure OR surgery OR referral OR 'health technolog*' OR p/e/r/a/t/i/o/n//O/R//r/e/f/e/r/r/a/l//O/R//'/h/e/a/l/t/h//t/e/c/h/n/o/l/o/g/*/'//O/R//practice*)
6 ( low-value OR 'low value' OR 'low added value' OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR wasteful* OR overus* OR unnecess* OR
,→ unacceptable OR disinvest*) AND (treatment OR therapy OR intervention OR care OR diagnosis OR test OR screening
,→
OR referral OR 'health technolog*' OR pr/o/c/e/d/u/r/e//O/R//s/u/r/g/e/r/y//O/R//r/e/f/e/r/r/a/l//O/R//'/h/e/a/l/t/h//t/e/c/h/n/o/l/o/g/*/'//O/R//p/ractice*)
7 ( low-value OR 'low value' OR 'low added
,→ value'//O/R//i/n/e/f/f/e/c/t/i/v/*//O/R//i/n/e/f/f/i/c/i/e/n/t//O/R//w/a/s/t/e/f/u/l/*//O/R//o/v/e/r/u/s/*///O/R//u/n/n/e/c/e/s/s/*///O/R//u/n/a/c/c/e/p/t/a/b/l/e//O/R//d/i/s/i/n/v/e/s/t/*) AND
,→ (treatment OR therapy OR intervention OR care OR diagnosis OR test OR screening OR referral OR 'health technolog*' OR
,→ practice*)
8 ( low-value OR 'low value' OR 'low added value') AND (surgery OR procedure OR operation OR treatment OR therapy OR
,→ intervention OR care OR diagnosis OR test OR screening OR referral OR 'health technolog*' OR practice*)
9 (//l/o/w/-/v/a/l/u/e//O/R/'low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR outmode* OR underuse* OR was ⌋
,→ teful* OR overus* OR misus* OR unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable OR poor OR disinvest*) NEA/N/DR/4
,→ (/s/u/rdiag/e/r/y//O/R//p/r/o/c/e/d/u/r/e//O/R//o/p/e/r/a/t/i/on//O/R//t/r/e/a/t/m/e/n/t//O/R//t/h/e/r/a/p/y//O/R//i/n/t/e/r/v/e/n/t/ios/n//O/R//c/a/r/e//O/R//di/as OR test OR screening/n/o/s ⌋
,→ /i/s//O/R//t/e/s/t//O/R//s/c/r/e/e/n/i/n/g///O/R//r/e/f/e/r/r/a/l//O/R//'/h/e/a/l/t/h//t/e/c/h/n/o/l/o/g/*/'//O/R//p/r/a/c/t/i/c/e/*)
10 ('low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR outmode* OR underuse* OR wasteful* OR
,→ overus* OR misus* OR unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable OR poor OR disinvest*) AND/E/A/R//4
,→ (/d/i/a/g/n/o/s/i/s//O/R/t/e/s/t//O/R//s/creatment OR therapy OR in/gtervention OR care )
11 ('low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR outmode* OR underuse* OR wasteful* OR
,→ overus* OR misus* OR unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable OR poor OR disinvest*) AND
,→ (d/t/r/e/a/t/m/e/n/t//O/R//t/h/e/r/a/p/y//O/R/i/n/t/e/r/v/e/n/t/i/o/n//O/R//ca/rgnosis OR test OR screening )
12 ('low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR outmode* OR underuse* OR wasteful* OR
,→ overus* OR misus* OR unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable OR poor OR disinvest*) AND (/d/i/a/g/n/o/s/i/s//O/R/t/e/s/t//O/R//s/creatment/i/n/g
,→ OR therapy OR intervention OR care )
13 ('low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR outmode* OR underuse* OR wasteful* OR
,→ overus* OR misus* OR unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable OR poor OR disinvest*) AND
,→ (/t/r/e/a/t/m/e/n/t//O/R//t/h/e/r/aprocedure OR surgery OR /i/n/t/e/r/v/e/n/t/iop/n//O/R//c/a/reration )
14 ('low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR outmode* OR underuse* OR wasteful* OR
,→ overus* OR misus* OR unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable OR poor OR disinvest*) AND (/pr/o/cef/d/u/re//O/R//s/ur/g/er/y//O/R//o/p/e/ral/t/i/o/n/)
15 ('low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR outmode* OR underuse* OR wasteful* OR
,→ overus* OR misus* OR unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable OR poor OR disinvest*) AND (/r'he/f/e/r/ralth technolog*' )
16 ('low value' OR 'low added value' OR harmful OR ineffectiv* OR inefficient OR outmode* OR underuse* OR wasteful* OR
,→ overus* OR misus* OR unnecess* OR wrong OR unacceptable OR poor OR disinvest*) AND ('health technolog*'/)
,→
,→
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(e) Logical session 504f8ed7

3 ((“Acne Vulgaris”[Mesh] OR Acne[tiab] OR /B/l/a/c/k/h/e/a/d/s/[/t/i/a/b/]//O/R//W/h/i/t/e/h/e/a/d/s/[/t/i/a/b/]//O/R//P/i/m/p/l/e/s/[/t/i/a/b/]//O/R/Vulgaris[tiab] OR Lesion[tiab]) AND ("Phototherapy"[Mesh] OR
“Blue light”[tiab] OR Phototherapy[tiab] OR Phototherapies[tiab] OR “Photoradiation therapy”[tiab] OR “Photoradiation Therapies”[tiab] OR “Light
Therapy”[tiab] OR “Light Therapies”[tiab] OR LED[tiab] OR Diode[tiab]))
4 ((“Acne Vulgaris”[Mesh] OR Acne[tiab] OR Vulgaris[tiab] OR Lesion[tiab]) AND ("Phototherapy"[Mesh] OR “Blue light”[tiab] OR Phototherapy[tiab] OR
,→ Phototherapies[tiab] OR “Photoradiation therapy”[tiab] OR “Photoradiation Therapies”[tiab] OR “Light Therapy”[tiab] OR “Light Therapies”[tiab] OR LED[tiab] OR
,→ Diode[tiab]))
5 ((“Acne Vulgaris”[Mesh] OR Acne[tiab] OR Vulgaris[tiab] /O/R//L/e/s/i/o/n/[/t/i/a/b/]/)/AND ("Phototherapy"[Mesh] OR “Blue light”[tiab] OR Phototherapy[tiab] OR
,→ Phototherapies[tiab] OR “Photoradiation therapy”[tiab] OR “Photoradiation Therapies”[tiab] OR “Light Therapy”[tiab] OR “Light Therapies”[tiab] OR LED[tiab] OR
,→ Diode[tiab]))
6 ((“Acne Vulgaris”[Mesh] OR Acne[tiab] OR Vulgaris[tiab]) AND ("Phototherapy"[Mesh] OR “Blue light”[tiab] OR Phototherapy[tiab] OR Phototherapies[tiab] OR
,→ “Photoradiation therapy”[tiab] OR “Photoradiation Therapies”[tiab] OR “Light Therapy”[tiab] OR “Light Therapies”[tiab] OR LED[tiab] OR Diode[tiab]))
7 ((“Acne Vulgaris”[Mesh] OR Acne[tiab] OR Vulgaris[tiab]) AND (/"“Blue light”[tiab] OR Phototherapy/"[/M/e/s/h/]//O/R//“/B/l/u/e//l/i/g/ht/”/[/tiab] OR
,→ Phototherapies[tiab] OR “Photoradiation therapy”/[/t/i/a/b/]//O/R//P/h/o/t/o/t/h/e/r/a/p/i/e/s[tiab] OR “Photoradiation Therapies”[tiab] OR “Light Therapy”[tiab] OR
,→ “L/P/h/o/t/o/r/a/di/aght/i/o/n Therapies”/[/t/i/a/b/]//O/R//“/L/i/g/h/t//T/h/e/r/a/p/y/”/[/t/i/a/b/]//O/R//“/L/i/g/h/t//T/h/e/r/a/p/i/e/s/”/[/t/i/a/b/]//O/R//L/E/D/[/t/i/a/b/]//O/R//D/i/o/d/e[tiab]))
8 ((“Acne Vulgaris”[Mesh] OR Acne[tiab] OR Vulgaris[tiab]) AND (“Blue light”[tiab] OR Phototherapy[tiab] OR Phototherapies[tiab] OR “Photoradiation therapy”[tiab]
,→ OR “Photoradiation Therapies”[tiab] OR “Light Therapy”[tiab] OR “Light Therapies”[tiab]))
9 ((“Acne Vulgaris”[Mesh] OR Acne[tiab] OR Blackheads[tiab] OR Whiteheads[tiab] OR Pimples[tiab] OR Vulgaris[tiab] OR Lesion[tiab]) AND
,→ ("Phototherapy"[Mesh] OR “Blue light”[tiab] OR Phototherapy[tiab] OR Phototherapies[tiab] OR “Photoradiation therapy”[tiab] OR “Photoradiation
,→ Therapies”[tiab] OR “Light Therapy”[tiab] OR “Light Therapies”[tiab] OR LED[tiab] OR Diode[tiab]))
,→
,→

(f) Addition and removal history for logical session 4529ed03.

Figure 3: Exemplar sessions where one of the queries in the session is more effective than the first query in the session.
Figures 3a and 3f present the retrieval history for the two sessions (green indicates additions, red with strikeout indicates
removals). The right hand side plots have two shared y-axes: the left y-axis indicates the number of seed studies retrieved and
is represented as a bar plot; the right y-axis indicates the total number of documents retrieved and is represented as a line plot.
A horizontal dashed line also indicates the total number of seed studies. Figures 3d and 3e present the retrieval history of two
longer sessions that could not be included for space reasons.
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same. We consider this procedure to capture the essence of query
refinement in the truest sense, as the effectiveness of the query (at
least in terms of precision) only increases while maintaining recall
(given the weak signal of relevance that a seed study provides).
The next procedure (IncreaseRet-IncreaseSeed, Figure 5b) is
interesting to us as it essentially achieves the opposite effect of
the previous procedure. In this procedure, the user begins with a
query that almost achieves total recall over the seed studies. Then,
through several iterations, the user modifies the query such that
the total number of documents retrieved increases in an attempt to
increase the number of seed studies retrieved (effectively increasing
recall while trading off precision). Why this procedure is interesting
is that the sessions end almost immediately once more or all of
the seed studies are found. We believe this procedure to be more
exploratory, where the intent is to determine an upper bound on
how many studies must be retrieved to find the most seed studies.
In contrast, IncreaseDecreaseRet-IncreaseSeed (Figure 5c)
could be considered the combination of IncreaseRet-IncreaseSeed
followed by the DecreaseRet-MaintainSeed. The session begins
with a query that does not retrieve all of the seed studies, followed
by a large spike in the number of retrieved studies to retrieve more
seed studies, and ending with a gradual decrease of retrieved studies
while maintaining the newly retrieved seed studies.
The fourth procedure we identified (ExploreRet, Figure 5d) is
more unusual and less clear why users undertake it. Unlike the first
three procedures where there is an intuitive goal to the procedure,
here, we observe the total number of documents fluctuating up and
down, but between one or two points. The recorded number of
retrieved documents changes either periodically or stochastically,
i.e., either every second query returns to the previously recorded
retrieved documents, or there may be stretches of queries of similar
effectiveness before returning to a previous number of retrieved
documents. One explanation for this fluctuation in retrieved documents may be that the user submits the initial query multiple times
within the same session and applies some minor change each time.
The last procedure that we identified (CombineProcedures,
Figure 5e) is one where we believe a user to be iteratively combining
different procedures. We note that such combination procedures
only ever occur in longer sessions, where there is room for more
complex combinations of procedures to arise. Contrast these long
sessions with the relatively shorter sessions discussed above.
These procedures reveal the many nuanced tasks users have in
searchrefiner. The diverse range of tasks users undertake using this
tool demonstrates the difficulty of developing automatic query refinement methods for systematic review literature search. However,
we believe that these procedures may be used to develop automatic
methods that mimic or approximate them.
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(a) Subset of 118 logical sessions.
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Figure 4: Relationship between number of documents retrieved and number of seed studies retrieved for different
‘final queries’ in each session. Figure 4a are the 118 queries
from logical sessions where the query is ‘more effective’
than the first query in the session. Figure 4b are the last
queries submitted in a session across all 274 logical sessions.

from Figure 3. In total, we identify five procedures that users broadly
apply to the query refinement task. Examples of sessions that represent each of these procedures are presented in Figure 5. We also
identified several sessions where neither the number of seed studies
nor the number of retrieved documents changed throughout the
session. On closer inspection, the queries in these sessions either
do not change, or there are only superficial changes, like adding
or removing a set of outermost braces, which does not impact the
search. It is unclear what the intention of these sessions are, and
we leave further investigation to future work.
Focusing now on the five refinement procedures, the first procedure (DecreaseRet-MaintainSeed, Figure 5a) is what we expected
the majority of sessions to look like. Here, a query that already
retrieves all of the seed studies is issued and is refined such that the
total number of documents retrieved only decreases or stays the

4

CONCLUSION

The refinement of complex Boolean queries for a systematic review
literature search is highly nuanced. The behaviours observed in
these logs are envisioned to inform and develop automatic methods
to assist in query refinement. For example, the general strategy of
removing and adding terms to achieve a desired result is a clear
direction for future work in predicting the terms to add or remove
for a query. The other important finding from this study is that the
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Figure 5: Different procedures identified by analysing the changes in number of documents retrieved and number of seed
studies retrieved in similar sessions. As in the same plots as Figure 3, the dashed horizontal line represents the total number
of seed studies. Each plot has a shared y-axis that corresponds to the number of seed studies retrieved (left, represented as
bars) and the total documents retrieved (right, represented as a line). The logical has for each of the sessions is also visible in
the top right of each plot, if readers are interested in further analysing these specific sessions in the collection.
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ETHICS & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

most effective query in terms of seed studies and total documents
retrieved may not be the most suitable query. Determining when to
stop refining a query is key for automatic refinement methods, and
automatically predicting when to stop is another area for future
work. The naïve approach taken in this paper demonstrates that
this is a difficult challenge.
In addition to the findings and observations of this study being
able to feed into automatic methods, it is envisioned that they also
find their way into tools for practitioners to continue to use. Indeed,
the general strategy for refining queries tends to be the removal
and addition of terms. A tool that suggests which terms to remove
or add in order to achieve a desired result is a clear direction for
future work. Many sessions in this study indicate that for this task,
simply finding all seed studies and the least amount of documents
is not acceptable for ‘total recall’. Users are often not satisfied to
stop once they find a query that retrieves all seed studies. Instead,
they continue to refine their query, which may now retrieve fewer
or more documents. Estimating when to stop refining queries is an
important area of research for automatic query refinement and for
tools such as the one used in this study to assist users in deciding
when to stop refining.
Overall, our observations indicate that the use of seed studies
is clearly important for the formulation of queries as it provides a
weak signal of relevance to the user. However, in terms of when to
stop refining the query, we find that seed studies bear little on this
decision (Section 3.2). Digging deeper into the refinement process
by analysing a handful of sessions where there is a more effective query than what was initially submitted revealed an almost
chaotic process whereby the effectiveness of a query (as measured
by seed studies) would fluctuate dramatically (Section 3.3). In addition to identifying a general strategy that is used throughout the
sessions for refining queries, i.e., removing and adding terms, we
also identified several general refinement procedures that users
took to achieve certain broad goals such as increasing precision
or recall (Section 3.4). Understanding these procedures allow us to
identify the different use cases that users may use the tool for, and
may reveal further insight for developing automatic methods that
mimic these procedures.
In addition to the insights that have been gleaned from this paper
that can feed into future methods and tools, there is also a clear
direction for future work to perform lab-based user studies that
survey users to understand not only more nuanced strategies for
refining queries, and to better understand and identify new procedures that users use to refine their queries. Longer term lab-based
studies would also allow follow-up studies to allow one to evaluate
the suitable query developed by the information specialist in terms
of the included studies, or strong relevance assessments (as opposed
to the weak relevance assessments of seed studies), to measure the
true effectiveness of the query. One such IR collection that not only
contains topics (i.e., queries, relevance assessments, etc.) but also
seed studies [24] already provides early insights into the relationship between seed studies and effective queries. However, there is
much more work that can be done in this space to better exploit
and understand the uses of seed studies in the context of systematic
review literature search.
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